
OUTDOOR LIGHT

Retrofit wall light 

Bulb not included

VAGTER is a family of up and donw wall light with 
round and square shape. It creates warm lighting 
effectes on terrances and balconies, and also keeps 
watching for years like the guarder to ensure the 
personal safety.

The design of the luminaires may get upgraded 
and the specifications of them may be adjusted by 
different degree. Please visit our website and check 
the detail description and specification of the 
luminaires. For the products that you are interested 
in, you could find there all the needed information: 
power, luminous flux, CCT, CRI, etc.

Protection class IP 65
Cast aluminum, aluminum and safety glass
3 years’ availability guarantee

Socket: GU10, MR16
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Grey WhiteBlack

Finish color
RAL 9005 RAL 9016 RAL 9006

WL653



OUTDOOR LIGHT

VAGTER is a family of up and donw wall light with 
round and square shape. It creates warm lighting 
effectes on terrances and balconies, and also keeps 
watching for years like the guarder to ensure the 
personal safety.

The design of the luminaires may get upgraded 
and the specifications of them may be adjusted by 
different degree. Please visit our website and check 
the detail description and specification of the 
luminaires. For the products that you are interested 
in, you could find there all the needed information: 
power, luminous flux, CCT, CRI, etc.

Finish color
RAL 9005 RAL 9016 RAL 9006
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Retrofit wall light 

Bulb not included

Protection class IP 65
Cast aluminum, aluminum and safety glass
3 years’ availability guarantee

Socket: GU10, MR16

WL654



OUTDOOR LIGHT

VAGTER is a family of up and donw wall light with 
round and square shape. It creates warm lighting 
effectes on terrances and balconies, and also keeps 
watching for years like the guarder to ensure the 
personal safety.

The design of the luminaires may get upgraded 
and the specifications of them may be adjusted by 
different degree. Please visit our website and check 
the detail description and specification of the 
luminaires. For the products that you are interested 
in, you could find there all the needed information: 
power, luminous flux, CCT, CRI, etc.

Finish color
RAL 9005 RAL 9016 RAL 9006
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Grey WhiteBlack

Retrofit wall light 

Bulb not included

Protection class IP 65
Cast aluminum, aluminum and safety glass
3 years’ availability guarantee

Socket: GU10, MR16

WL655



OUTDOOR LIGHT

VAGTER is a family of up and donw wall light with 
round and square shape. It creates warm lighting 
effectes on terrances and balconies, and also keeps 
watching for years like the guarder to ensure the 
personal safety.

The design of the luminaires may get upgraded 
and the specifications of them may be adjusted by 
different degree. Please visit our website and check 
the detail description and specification of the 
luminaires. For the products that you are interested 
in, you could find there all the needed information: 
power, luminous flux, CCT, CRI, etc.

Finish color
RAL 9005 RAL 9016 RAL 9006
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Grey WhiteBlack

Retrofit wall light 

Bulb not included

Protection class IP 65
Cast aluminum, aluminum and safety glass
3 years’ availability guarantee

Socket: GU10, MR16

WL656


